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ABSTRACT

Many grammar theories of music have been proposed com-
pared to language, and thus, the syntax has been revealed
in a tree. In their parsing processes, trees are usually con-
structed by the generative rules given by the whole span
of a music piece in a top-down manner. In this paper, we
propose an incremental parser of music, from the left to
the right of the scores, building partial trees. In this pro-
cess, we can predict the succeeding phrase from the be-
ginning part. Therefore, the generation process of the tree
itself represents our human expectation process of music.
We apply our method to jazz music represented by chord
sequences, implement the parser, and exemplify the incre-
mental generating process in several standard pieces.

1. INTRODUCTION

We recognize a progression of music by Gestalt. This
means that while we cannot recognize a single tone as mu-
sic, a group of sequential tones provides us with a mean-
ingful phrase. For example, in jazz, a sequence of chords
II-V-I (two-five-one) creates an explicit notion of progres-
sion, where II starts the progression, V makes us feel tense
and the final I releases us from the tension. However, each
single chord cannot be meaningful on its own.

In the dynamic process of forming Gestalt in our minds,
Meyer [1] claimed that an emotion appears from mutual
references among melodies and phrases. When a listener
recognizes a phrase, he/she predicts how the phrase pro-
ceeds in the next time-step consciously or unconsciously.
This prediction is called expectation and it enables us to
discover the meaning of music.

It is widely accepted that music and language have the
same origin [2], and Charles Darwin suggested that the
music had been a media to pass love messages between
men and women in the ancient era [3]. Therefore, various
linguistic ideas have been considered to be imported into
music analysis. A typical example is the idea of grammar
in music. We can compose a constructive structure in mu-
sic to represent such relations as mutual references, which
often result in hierarchical tree. For example, in a II-V-I
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Figure 1. Hierarchical analysis of the most popular chord
sequence II-V-I.

progression such as Dmin7-G7-Cmaj7, G7 possesses the
function of dominant, and together with Dmin7, it forms a
dominant phrase. A dominant phrase tends to proceed to a
tonic chord of Cmaj7, and all the three chords form a tonic
phrase (Figure 1) [4].

When we analyze such a structure in Figure 1, we need
to consider the whole piece at a time as one static struc-
ture. Namely, if we assume a virtual machine to output
such a hierarchical tree, we feed the whole piece as an in-
put. This kind of static recognition does not reflect Meyer’s
view of expectation. If we are to implement such a pro-
cess of forming an expectation, we need to feed a piece
of music by one note by another consecutively to the vir-
tual machine, and the tree structure should be composed
dynamically, along with the progression of music, that is,
from left to right on the score.

In this paper, we consider music as a dynamic cogni-
tive process, and propose an incremental parser that com-
poses a tree from a local phrase of the beginning part to
a larger phrase including the succeeding part. This incre-
mental parser explicitly represents our expectation, which
suggests what follows from a half-way of a music piece.

In natural language processing, there have been studies
on the incremental parser [5]. This parser composes a tree,
one word by another from left to right, called Earley’s algo-
rithm [6] or in general a chart parser [7]. We employ this
parser in our music recognition and expectation, thereby
proposing a set of context-free grammar (CFG) rules. We
implement a chart parser and apply it to the analysis of
jazz-standards.

This paper is organized as follows: In the following sec-
tion, we survey related works; In section 3, we detail the
mechanism of our incremental parser; In section 4, we
show our analyses with several examples; In section 5, we
discuss the cognitive meaning of our parser; and in section
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6, we summarize our contributions.

2. RELATED WORK

Linguistic approaches to music have been basically based
on Chomskian generative syntactic theory [8, 9] with the
notion of context-free grammar (CFG); each rule consists
of one non-terminal symbol (or a variable) on the left-
hand side of an arrow ‘→’ to produce a sequence of non-
terminal or terminal (constant) symbols on the right-hand
side. Since any of the non-terminal symbol on the left-
hand side, regardless of its surrounding context (where the
symbol appears), can be replaced by the sequence on the
right-hand side. The rule is called context-free.

In this paper, we focus on Chomsky Normal Form (CNF)
of CFG, where any CFG-rule can be rewritten by the fol-
lowing binary production.{

X → Y Z
X → a

where X,Y and Z are non-terminal symbols and a is a ter-
minal symbol. Furthermore, Chomsky proposed X-bar the-
ory [10]; in each of a binary production in Chomsky Nor-
mal Form (CNF), one of the right-hand side non-terminal
should be the head daughter category X that would be the
parent category X′ on the left-hand side, as follows:{

X′ → Spec X
X′ → X Comp

where Spec stands for specifier and Comp for comple-
ment. Namely, Spec rule represents the left-branching and
Comp rule does the right-branching, respectively, among
the binary trees.

Winograd [11] made efforts of applying CFG to mu-
sic. Some works were based on specific grammar theo-
ries; Tojo employed Head-driven Phrase Structure gram-
mar (HPSG) [12] and Steedman et al. did Combinatory
Categorial Grammar (CCG) [13, 14]. Furthermore, In re-
cent years, two distinguished works are shown; one is
exGTTM by Hamanaka et al. [15] based on Generative
Theory of Tonal Music (GTTM) [16] and the other is Gen-
erative Syntax Model (GSM) by Rohrmeier [4].

In GSM, we introduce the basic sets of regions, functions,
key names, and chord names. The P (piece) is the start
symbol of production rules. It introduces TR (tonic re-
gion), as P → TR. In the next level, TR generates DR
(dominant region) and SR (subdominant region). In the
further downward level they result in t (tonic), d (domi-
nant), or s (subdominant).

The current GSM employs abstract context free grammar
(ACFG) [17], which is an extension of CFG, and can take
advantage of the algebraic structure of music-specific cat-
egories. ACFG is defined by the 4-tuple: G = (T,C, S, Γ )
where T is a set of terminal symbols which make up the
actual content of the sentence / musical sequence; C is a
constituent categories; S is a start symbol S ⊆ C; and a set
of partial functions Γ := {r | r : C → (T ∪ C)∗} is called
rewrite rules.

For example, we apply ACFG to jazz chord progression.
In the following, Zn denotes the ring of integers modulo
n ∈ N. We introduce the terminal symbol T as a set of
chord symbols such as Cmaj7, Dmin7, . . . . The categories
C are modeled as pairs of scale degrees and keys: C =
Z7× k, where Z7 indicates scale degrees that is designated
by roman numerals and k means an arbitrary key. The start
symbol S directly introduces a category with degree I (e.g.
S→ IC). The set of rewrite functions consists of xk → (x+
4 mod 7)k xk, where x ∈ Z7 is a scale degree. According
to the definition above, we can get tree structure of chord
progression as in Figure 1.

Tojo [18] proposed to employ the modal logic to repre-
sent internal references in music. Such modal operators
as:

□ : For all the time points in some neighborhood region
♢ : A time point exists in any neighborhood region

denote the accessibility from each pitch event in music to
specified regions, and thus, we can clarify the inter-region
relationship in a piece. For example, ‘♢’ operator repre-
sents the notion of expectation in the near future. Further-
more, ‘□’ operator characterizes the local region (neigh-
borhood) by a key, a local modulation, or a chord function.
Considering X-bar rule, we regard the rule ‘X′ → Spec X’
as an expectation of X after observing Spec. Therefore, the
future X is written as ♢X. ‘X′ → X Comp’ can be viewed
as prolongation, and X′ area is characterized by □X. In this
paper, we do not consider explicitly such modal operators
nor X′ notations. However, we should be aware of such
logical semantics behind the syntactic parser.

3. INCREMENTAL CHART PARSING

In this research, we implement an incremental chart parser,
based on [19]. This parser consists of the binary branching
rules viz., CNF of CFG. By observing the first non-terminal
symbol in the right-hand side, the parser predicts the sec-
ond non-terminal symbol. These non-terminal symbols in
production rules are called categories. The possible suc-
ceeding structures are generated along the parsing process
by the dynamic programming.

In natural language processing, an input is a sequence
of words spaced by blanks. Each word is positioned by
numbers, called nodes, placed at blanks between words;
thus, word wi resides between node i− 1 and node i.

An edge combines one node to another. A tree is repre-
sented by a data structure called term; when α belongs to
category X, we write it as [α]X . Here, α is either a word
(chord), a term, or a list of terms. A chart consists of an
edge and a term. For example, when a chart is (i, j) and
[[α]Y [β]Z ]X , it represents a (local) tree obtained by an ap-
plication of production rule ‘X → Y Z’ between nodes i
and j to the sequence of αβ, being recognized by α and
β belonging to X and Y , respectively. On the contrary, an
edge can possess multiple terms, that is, there may be mul-
tiple parse trees on the edge. Thus, there might be different
interpretations on the edge.

A term displayed by [⟨u⟩]X is called an undecided term,
where the contents of category X is not decided. When
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm of incremental parsing
function CHART PARSING(G chart,w)

L chart← {} \*Local charts*\
temp← {}

\*step1 Lexicon Consultation*\
for X ∈ Lexicon do

if w = X then
L chart← L chart ∪ {[w]X}

\*step2 Rule Application*\
for σ ∈ L chart and A→ XY . . . Z ∈ Rules do

if σ = X then
L chart←

L chart ∪ {[σ[⟨u⟩]Y . . . [⟨u⟩]Z ]A}

\*step3 Term Replacement*\
for ϕ ∈ G chart and ψ ∈ L chart do

if ∃ γ γ = lut(ϕ) ∧ γ = ψ then
replace lut(ϕ) with ψ
temp← temp ∪ {ϕ}

G chart← temp \*Global charts*\
return G chart

\*main*\
G chart← [⟨u⟩]S
for i=1,...,last do

wi ← input chord
G chart← CHART PARSING(G chart,wi)

an undecided term resides on an edge, the edge is called
active; otherwise, inactive. In addition, We denote the left-
most undecided term of term ϕ as lut(ϕ).

In general, a chart parser employs two rules, bottom-up
rule and fundamental rule. The charts obtained by the for-
mer rule are local charts, and by the latter, global charts.
Therefore, the local charts represent local dependencies
while the global charts represent the global dependencies
from the beginning of a given sentence.

In Algorithm 1, we demonstrate the algorithm of an incre-
mental chart parser. The addition of charts is executed by
the following three steps: In Algorithm 1, an edge is rep-
resented by a pair of indices in the array; hence, an edge
is not mentioned explicitly in the algorithm. Furthermore,
σ, ψ, ϕ, and γ represent terms, and when terms are con-
nected by equals (=), it indicates that the outermost cate-
gories are equal.

Lexicon Consultation When the category of wi is X, add
an inactive edge labeled by term [wi]X on (i− 1, i).

Rule Application When there exists an active edge la-
beled by term [. . . ]X on (i − 1, i), for all grammar
rules such as A → XY . . . Z, add an edge labeled
by term [[. . . ]X[⟨u⟩]Y . . . [⟨u⟩]Z ]A on (i−1, i) exhaus-
tively.

Term Replacement Let [⟨u⟩]X be the leftmost undecided
term of ϕ labeled on (0, i − 1). If the category of ψ

Yk

Xk

. . . ⇑ x

⇓ Yk

Yk

Xk

. . .

Yk

⇑ y

Figure 2. Incomplete sub-tree (left) and sub-complete tree
(right)

Figure 3. Web Application screenshot

labeled on (i−1, i) is X, add an edge labeled by term
that replaces the leftmost undecided term of ϕ with
ψ to (0, i).

For each input of a new word (chord), the above opera-
tions are executed.

A general incremental chart parser treats all rules equiva-
lently in Rule Application, however, when there is a left-
recursion rule1 the process falls in an infinite loop. To
avoid this, we place the upper limit of the number of appli-
cation of a left-recursion rule; in this paper, we restrict the
number to a maximum of one.

In this process, we may obtain those complete, closed
trees that are half-way in a sentence/music piece. Since
these are inactive, we name such trees as sub-complete
trees; regarding them as stable structures residing in a mu-
sic piece. To visualize such sub-completeness, we employ
an uparrow (⇑) beside the node to show the current input
chord. Conversely, a down-arrow (⇓) indicates undecided
term. Since no undecided terms exist in a sub-complete
tree, there is no down arrow as depicted in the right side of
Figure 2.

The proposed algorithm was implemented as a web appli-
cation and is publicly available2 . The application was im-
plemented by HTML and JavaScript. We confirmed that
it works with the latest version of Google Chrome. The
application has an interface as shown in Figure 3.

4. SAMPLE ANALYSES

In this section, we apply our incremental parser to two
jazz-standards; Take The A Train and Satin Doll, both in
C major, and clarify our expectations.

1 A rule such that X → X · · · .
2 https://github.com/yutaogura/expectation-based-parsing
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Figure 4. The sheet of Take The A Train A-Part

Grammar Lexicon
(r1) S → IC (l1) IC → Cmaj7
(r2) IC → IC IC (l2) IIC → Dmin7
(r3) IC → VC IC (l3) VC → G7
(r4) VC → IIC VC (l4) VG → D7
(r5) VC → VG VC

Table 1. Grammar and lexicon for Take The A Train.

In these sample analyses, we have employed those rules
proposed in [4, 17]. Since this research focuses on the ex-
pectation model, the number of rules is slight and the rules
are only restricted to the intrinsic ones.

4.1 Take The A Train

Take The A Train is a form of AABA, and consists of 32
bars. For brevity, we analyze only A-part of this section,
in which the chord progression is:

Cmaj7 – D7 – Dmin7 – G7 – Cmaj7

we present the sheet music of A-Part of Take The A Train
in Figure 4 as reference.

We employ the grammar rules and the lexicon in Table 1
to analyze the take the A train. These grammars character-
ize harmonic relationships on an abstract level and have the
following meanings: (r1) presents the beginning of parsing
and start the song. (r2) is for the prolongation, which ad-
mits the continuation of the same chords. (r3), (r4), and
(r5) are the preparation rules, that arouse expectations to
the following chord, given an initial chord. Consequently,
the lexicon is used to connect each chord representation to
a surface chord name.

We demonstrated the process of our parser in Table 3 and
Table 4. Each row represents an edge of the charts; the ID
is added for convenience of explanation, which represents
the identifier of the pair (edge and term).‘rules’ are the em-
ployed rules. For example, when the parser observes D7,
it checks the lexicon, and the terms in (8) are generated.
Consequently, for each term in (8), rules are applied and
terms of (9) to (13) are generated. Here, we omit multiple
applications of the left-recursion rule to enable (r2) to only
generate (l2). Next, the parser replaces terms. Prior to this
step, the surviving active edge is only (7); since the cate-
gory of (7) is S, the parser replaces (10) and (12) with (14)
and (15).

Following the tree generation process with the global
chart, We observe that two trees (6) and (7) are generated
when the initial chord of Cmaj7 is the input. Here, it can
be concluded that (6) is a sub-complete tree because it has
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Figure 5. The sheet of Satin Doll A-Part

Grammar Lexicon
(r1) S → IC (l1) IC → Cmaj7
(r2) IC → VC IC (l2) IIC → Dmin7
(r3) VC → IIC VC (l3) VC → G7
(r4) VC → VG VC (l4) IID → Emin7
(r5) VC → VG♭ (l5) VD → A7
(r6) VD → IID VD (l6) IIG♭ → A♭min7
(r7) VG♭ → IIG♭ VG♭ (l7) VG♭ → D♭7
(r8) VG → IIG VG (l8) IIG → Amin7
(r9) VG → VD VG (l9) VG → D7

Table 2. Grammar and lexicon for Satin Doll

no undecided terms. Subsequently, D7 is input. (6) can-
not grow because there are no undecided terms, and only
(7) generates the two trees (14) and (15). When Dmin7
and G7 are input, each candidate tree grows. Then, when
Cmaj7 is input, (29) becomes (35), and it is sub-complete.
At Cmaj7, there are candidate trees (36) to (38), which sug-
gests the possibility of subsequent musical development.

4.2 Satin Doll

Similar to Take The A Train anlysis, Satin Doll is a form of
AABA, which consists of 32 bars. However, we analyze
only A-part in this section. Further, we drop chord repe-
titions concisely, thus the chord progression is as follows:

Dmin7 – G7 – Emin7 – A7 – Amin7 – D7 –
A♭min7 – D♭7 – Cmaj7

The sheet music of A-Part of Satin Doll is displayed in Fig-
ure 5. To analyze Satin Doll, we add several grammar rules
as in Table 2. The basic set of the rules is common with
that of Take The A Train, however, we have added unary
rewriting rule for (r5). This is a substitution, preserving
the same function between both side of the arrow.

We demonstrate growth of tree in Figure 6, instead of
permitting the chart representation. In Figure 6, the tree
growth is shown in order of (a)→ (b)→ (c)→ (d)→ (e)
→ (f)→ (g)→ (h)→ (i).

Satin Doll does not begin from the tonic chord, as op-
posed to Take The A Train, and thus (a) in the figure is
not sub-complete. According to the progression of the
music, the undecided terms are filled with corresponding
chords and the tree becomes finally sub-complete when
part A completes. Actually, there appear more candidate
sub-trees in the midway of analysis. However, the major-
ity of them are discarded.
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input local chart
chord ID edge term rules

Cmaj7 (2) 0-1 [Cmaj7]IC (l1)
(3) 0-1 [[Cmaj7]IC ]S (r1)(2)
(4) 0-1 [[Cmaj7]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC (r2)(2)
(5) 0-1 [[[Cmaj7]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]S (r1)(4)

D7 (8) 1-2 [D7]VG (l2)
(9) 1-2 [[D7]VG [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC (r5)(8)
(10) 1-2 [[[D7]VG [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC (r3)(9)
(11) 1-2 [[[[D7]VG [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]S (r1)(10)
(12) 1-2 [[[[D7]VG [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC (r2)(10)
(13) 1-2 [[[[[D7]VG [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]S (r1)(12)

Dmin7 (16) 2-3 [Dmin7]IIC (l2)
(17) 2-3 [[Dmin7]IIC [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC (r4)(16)
(18) 2-3 [[[Dmin7]IIC [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC (r3)(17)
(19) 2-3 [[[[Dmin7]IIC [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]S (r1)(18)
(20) 2-3 [[[[Dmin7]IIC [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC (r2)(18)
(21) 2-3 [[[[[Dmin7]IIC [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]S (r1)(20)

G7 (24) 3-4 [G7]VC (l3)
(25) 3-4 [[G7]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC (r3)(24)
(26) 3-4 [[[G7]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]S (r1)(25)
(27) 3-4 [[[G7]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC (r2)(25)
(28) 3-4 [[[[G7]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]S (r1)(27)

Cmaj7 (31) 3-4 [Cmaj7]IC (l1)
(32) 3-4 [[Cmaj7]IC ]S (r1)(31)
(33) 4-5 [[Cmaj7]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC (r2)(31)
(34) 4-5 [[[Cmaj7]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]S (r1)(33)

Table 3. Local chart of Take The A Train

input global chart
chord ID edge term rules

(1) 0-0 [⟨u⟩]S
Cmaj7 (6) 0-1 [[Cmaj7]IC ]S (1)(3)

(7) 0-1 [[[Cmaj7]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]S (1)(5)
D7 (14) 0-2 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[D7]VG [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (7)(10)

(15) 0-2 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[[D7]VG [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (7)(12)
Dmin7 (22) 0-3 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[D7]VG [[Dmin7]IIC [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (14)(17)

(23) 0-3 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[[D7]VG [[Dmin7]IIC [⟨u⟩]VC ]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (15)(17)
G7 (29) 0-4 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[D7]VG [[Dmin7]IIC [G7]VC ]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (22)(24)

(30) 0-4 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[[D7]VG [[Dmin7]IIC [G7]VC ]VC ]VC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (23)(24)
Cmaj7 (35) 0-5 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[D7]VG [[Dmin7]IIC [G7]VC ]VC ]VC [Cmaj7]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (29)(31)

(36) 0-5 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[D7]VG [[Dmin7]IIC [G7]VC ]VC ]VC [[Cmaj7]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (30)(31)
(37) 0-5 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[[D7]VG [[Dmin7]IIC [G7]VC ]VC ]VC [Cmaj7]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (29)(33)
(38) 0-5 [[[Cmaj7]IC [[[[D7]VG [[Dmin7]IIC [G7]VC ]VC ]VC [[Cmaj7]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC [⟨u⟩]IC ]IC ]IC ]S (30)(33)

Table 4. Global chart of Take The A Train

5. DISCUSSION

We have visualized the growth of trees dynamically with
their properties in the figures. We regard the undecided
term in the parser as expectation; hence, we could eluci-
date the two different expectations as follows: One is a
chord assignment in a local chart, that is, a local expecta-
tion. This operation represents our cognitive process of
expecting the consecutive chord after listening to a cer-
tain chord, in accordance with given grammar rules such as
preparation or prolongation. Secondly is the global expec-
tation, which appears in the global chart, and is resolved as
the whole tree in the figure. These processes deeply inter-
connected to the context of chord progression, and reveal
the existence of our innate intuition towards such progres-
sion.

The strength of the expectation can be measured by the
depth of the corresponding undecided term in the whole

tree. For example, IC in Take The A Train or the same IC
in Satin Doll are long retained undecided and those sub-
trees become sub-complete when the final solution chord
appears. Therefore, a long retained unresolved chord in a
considerable shallow position in the tree indicates a very
significant role in the music.

In this research, we have focused on the incremental con-
struction of a tree to restrict the grammar rules to a sim-
ple set. However, if this research is developed to a more
practical one, acquiring the rules in a larger scale with ma-
chine learning should be considered. For this purpose, we
consider accumulating annotated data by learned musicol-
ogists for such learning. The annotation by expectation
may be different from the usual chord assignment. Such
expectation may vary according to the genre and the expe-
rience of the annotators. Thus, we would require an extra
care to normalize the annotated data.

On the other hand, merely grammar extension may cause
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Figure 6. Tree display of incremental analysis Satin Doll

an explosive increase of intermediate sub-trees. There-
fore, we will introduce probabilistic context-free grammar
(PCFG) and update the parsing Algorithm to optimize the
candidate tree. The introduction of the notion of probabil-
ity may give a clearer indication of the strength of expec-
tation.

In Table 1 and 2, we have presented the rules and the lex-
icon with the suffixes of key, to clarify how each rule is
grounded to the chord names at terminal level. We can
absorb such redundancy (attaching key labels), employ-
ing the grammar formalism with internal features, as e.g.,
HPSG (Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar), where
‘VC → IIC VC’ and ‘VD → IID VD’ are summarized as

V[key=X] → II[key=X] V[key=X]

providing those internal values for X independently.

6. CONCLUSION

Our prime contribution in this paper is that we have imple-
mented an incremental parser based on a chart algorithm,

which composes a tree structure dynamically from the be-
ginning of a given music piece, assuming that music con-
sists of Chomskian context-free grammar (CFG). The pro-
cess generates multiple possible parse trees from the first
phrase, and thus inevitably includes multiple intermediate
local trees. In this research, we have applied our method in
sequences of chords in jazz-standards.

The incremental parser is considered the realization of
our notion of expectation. As mentioned previously, music
is regarded as meaningful when it generates an expectation
as to the future progression of music during listening to
a piece. Therefore, our parser returns to us the resultant
analysis of music structure, and our cognitive construction
process of the parse tree.

Since this paper focused on the expectation model, the
grammar size was small and restricted. In future work, we
will combine our framework with those of automatic gram-
mar acquisition, employing PCFG towards annotated data.
Furthermore, we the expectation-based incremental analy-
sis has the potential to be applied to various MIR tasks in
the futre, and we will continue our broad investigation.
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